If You Listen at Keyholes You, Too, Can Be a Gossip

By CLAIRE PLUNGUIAN

When asked what her major was, a Rice soph taking Math 100 over replied, "I think it's going to be Math 100."

Sighed a freshman girl, discussing the social success of another freshman girl, "She dates all the big-wheel juniors on the football team, and all I date is the freshman PE's."

We hear that an M.E. prof recently gave his class all the poop on how to get brownie points this semester — he distributed mimeographed copies of a new book he is writing and told them they'll get 1/4 of a brownie point for discovering typographical errors, 5 points for arithmetical errors.

And Then They Said . . .
"Well, her philosophy really seems very close to Schopenhauer's" — Rice prof on subject of 16-year old girl killing her brother for "excitement."

"But it really was terrible! All those people at the Eulenspiegel party drinking beer" — frosh girl the morning after.

"I wish they'd turn up the lights in here so I could see what I'm dancing with" — Rice, boy at dimly-lit Jones College dance.